
Deltona Adult Basketball League Rules

Player Registration, Rosters      &     Uniforms
 All participants of the Basketball League must sign Electronic Wavier provided by all 41sports. 
Failure to do so will result in non- participation for the player. Every Team has a maximum 
number of (14) players on the Roster. Each player is assigned a number (#) , no duplicate 
numbers will result In a Technical Foul. Changing of numbers throughout the season among 
players is to be asked by administration before approval. Players on the Roster must play in at 
least 3 Regular Season Games (Minimum) to be illegible for the Playoffs. Rosters are set 
(official) by the third week / (or game) no one can be added to a Teams Roster past this 
deadline. Administration has on hand: Team Rosters and check off wavier sheet. If both are not
completed will result in a non-participation for the player and will not be allowed to 
play Uniforms you must have a shirt /jersey matching everyone else on the team .You must 
have a matching uniform failure to do so, will result in a non- participation for the player, and will
not be allowed to play.      

In Deltona Adult Basketball League-If the player's team has 6 or fewer 
team fouls in the half, the team fouled gets possession of the ball. If the team has 7 to 9 team 
fouls, the player fouled goes to the line for what is called "one-and-one" or the "bonus"—that is, 
if the player makes the first free throw, he gets the opportunity to attempt a second, but if he 
misses, the ball is live. If the team has 10 or more fouls in the half, the player fouled gets two 
free throws, often called the "double bonus". All overtime periods are considered an extension 
of the second half for purposes of accumulated fouls. Also, NFHS rules accumulate fouls per 



half, even though games are played in quarters. In NCAA men's and all NFHS play: A player 
has 10 seconds to attempt a free throw. If the player does not attempt a free throw within 10 
seconds of receiving the ball, the free throw attempt is lost, and a free throw violation is called. 
A free throw violation also occurs if a free throw misses the backboard, rim, and basket. If a free
throw violation is assessed in the last free throw awarded to a player in a given situation, 
possession automatically reverts to the opposing team. A charge is physical contact between 
an offensive player and a defensive player. In order to draw an offensive charge the defensive 
player must establish legal guarding positioning in the path of the offensive player. If contact is 
made, the officials would issue an offensive charge. No points will be allowed and the ball is 
turned over. The defensive player may not draw an offensive charge in the "restricted zone" 
(see below for more details). Blocking is physical contact between the offensive player and the 
defensive player. Blocking fouls are issued when a defensive player interferes with the path of 
the offensive player in the shooting motion. Blocking fouls are easily called when the defensive 
player is standing in the "restricted zone. The three seconds rule (also referred to as the 
three-second rule or three in the key, with a breach often termed a lane violation) 
requires that in basketball, a player shall not remain in the opponents' restricted area for more 
than three consecutive seconds while his or her team is in control of a live ball in the frontcourt 
and the game clock is running.[Five-second throw-in violation-Under all basketball rule 
sets, a team attempting to throw a ball in-bounds has a total of five seconds to release the ball 
towards the court. The five second clock starts when the basketball is at the disposal of the 
team with possession (usually bounced or handed to a player while out of bounds by the 
official). Penalty-Loss of ball. Possession will be awarded to the opponent at the previous out 
of bounds spot. Five-second closely guarded violation-A five-second closely guarded 
violation may be called against an offensive player with the ball when that player is guarded 
closely for five seconds or more and does not pass, shoot, or dribble within that time. 
Under NCAA men's rules, to be considered "closely guarded", a defender must be guarding a 
player who is located in the frontcourt and within six (6) feet of the player. The count applies to 
a player who is only holding the ball. Prior to the 2015-16 season, the rule included those 
dribbling the ball as well. This allows for multiple closely guarded counts to occur. NCAA 
women's rules require the defender to be within three (3) feet and can occur anywhere on the 
playing court, but only applies when the offensive player is holding the ball. A count ends 
whenever the player with the ball gets his head and shoulders past the defender, the defender 
is no longer within the required distance, the same defender does not continuously closely 
guard the player in control of the ball, or another opponent is between the defender and the 
ball. High school rules mimic men's college basketball's closely guarded rule. A defender must 
be guarding the player in control of the ball, in the frontcourt, and must be within six feet of the 
player. A player may be holding or dribbling the ball. If defensive teammates switch, and both 
are within six feet of the player in control of the ball, the same count is continued. The bonus 
situation is also used in NCAA / HS the limit for team fouls is six per half. After the seventh foul 
of the half, the opposing team is awarded at least one free throw for any defensive or loose-ball 
foul, no matter if the foul was shooting or non-shooting (offensive fouls are never awarded free 
throws in the NCAA). In the case of a non-shooting foul, the opposing player must make the 
first free throw in order to be awarded a second free throw. This is commonly referred to as 
"one-and-one".(A shooting foul is not subject to this requirement; the player will get all free 
throw attempts allowed by the rules regardless of the result of the preceding shot.) Beginning 
with the tenth foul of a half, the fouled team is awarded two free throws on non-shooting fouls 
regardless of whether or not the first shot is made (often referred to as the "double bonus"). For 
purposes of bonus, overtime in college basketball is considered to be an extension of the 
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second half. A technical foul (also colloquially known as a "T" or a "Tech") is any infraction 
of the rules penalized as a foul which does not involve physical contact during the course of 
play between opposing players on the court, or is a foul by a non-player. The most common 
technical foul is for unsportsmanlike conduct. Technical fouls can be assessed against players, 
bench personnel, the entire team (often called a bench technical), or even the crowd. These 
fouls, and their penalties, are more serious than a personal foul, but not necessarily as serious 
as a flagrant foul (an ejectable offense in the Deltona Men's Basketball League).players foul out
after five total fouls, technical and personal combined , one technical can be included towards 
the total; two “techs” in a game results in ejection) and suspension of the next game.

Game Officials/Administration- responsibility to enforce the rules and 
maintain the order of the game. The title of official also applies to the scorers and timekeepers, 
as well as other personnel that have an active task in maintaining the game. Basketball is 
regarded as among the most difficult sports to officiate due to: the fast speed of play, the 
complexity of rules that must be followed, the unique case-specific interpretations of rules, and 
the instantaneous judgement required.

Referees- two-man crews consist of a referee and an umpire, during all ( regular season 
games )  And three-man crews  ( for Playoffs )contain a referee and two umpires. Regardless, 
both classes of officials have equal rights to control almost all aspects of the game. Respect 
and sportsmanship is asked of all the players and company of players to opposing Teams, Staff
and Referees

Violations- When a violation occurs, game action is immediately stopped. These include 
traveling, illegal dribbles, out-of-bounds, and other violations. The official is required to blow the 
whistle and immediately stop play and award the ball over to the opposing team.
Foul-A foul normally occurs when a player physically impedes the action of a player of the 
opposing team. Examples: blocking, hand-checking, illegal use of the hands and pushing is one
of the more discretionary calls. A player may legally gain possession of a rebound over an 
opponent, provided they do not physically displace them. The proper foul, if one occurs in this 
situation, is normally a "push foul" for displacing the other rebounder.
A personal foul is the most common type of foul. It results from personal contact between 
two opposing players. Basketball features constant motion, and contact between opposing 
players is unavoidable, but significant contact that is the fault of illegal conduct by one opponent
is a foul against that player. Most personal fouls are called against a defensive player. A 
personal foul against a player of the team in possession of the ball is called an offensive 
foul. When neither team is in clear possession of the ball, a foul is called a loose-ball foul. A
flagrant foul is violent player contact that the official believes is not a legitimate attempt to 
directly play the ball within the rules A technical foul is a foul unrelated to physical contact 
during game play. The foul may be called on a player in the game, another player, a coach, or 
against the team in general. This class of foul applies to all of the following:
Turnover occurs when a team loses possession of the ball to the opposing team before a 
player takes a shot at his team's basket. This can result from the ball being stolen, the player 
making mistakes such as stepping out of bounds, illegal screen, a double dribble, having a pass
intercepted, throwing the ball out of bounds, three-second violation a five-second violation, or 
committing an error such as traveling,  palming, a backcourt violation, or committing an 
offensive foul. A technical foul against a team that is in possession of the ball is a blatant 
example of a turnover, because the opponent is awarded a free throw in addition to possession 
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of the ball. Jump ball is a method used to begin play opening tip or tip off use the 
alternating possession rule to settle all jump ball situations after the opening tip. This uses
a possession arrow on the scorekeeper's table. Whenever such a jump ball situation 
occurs, the team whose basket that the possession arrow is currently pointing to gets the ball. 
The arrow then swaps to point to the other team. At the start of the game, the arrow points to 
the team that lost the opening tip. Carrying, also colloquially referred to as palming, is a 
violation in the game of basketball. It occurs when the dribbling player continues to dribble after 
allowing the ball to come to rest in one or both hands. Carrying is similar to a double dribble 
because the player momentarily stops dribbling and then resumes dribbling. If the player is in 
motion while carrying the ball, then it is similar to traveling.

Time-There will be two (Twenty minute halves) two time outs per half. The clock will run 
continually for the first half. During the second half the last 2 minutes of the half the clock will 
stop for all plays...made basket, turnover, time outs, free throws & jump balls, etc. 20+ point 
lead, the clock will be running for the last two minutes. Games will officially start on time there 
will be a grace period of (5-10 mins). You can start the game with 4 players, you are not 
allowed to pick up any player that plays on another team. Players can’t play for multiple teams. 
Once your assigned to a team, and you play for that team you are locked in, and will be with 
that team for the reminder of the season. Even if a player was to quit the team, you can not join 
another team, after playing in a game with that team. If you only have 3 players or less the 
game will be a forfeit. Overtime- 3 min running clock. Double or more- 2 min running clock. 
One time out per team for overtime- No time-outs will carry over.

Playoff Tiebreakers 2 Way Tie Tiebreaker goes to the winner of the head to head 
matchup. 3+ Way Tie Head to head matchup followed by overall point differential.
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